Unquestionably, Burrows has made a contribution to the debate on the origins of the French Revolution. It is to be hoped that in future work he takes up some of the questions raised but not answered by his provocative and spirited book.
historiographical territory that it is hard to recapture how revolutionary this was at the time. Davies rightly reminds us of this. Having touched on Marx's own views on the Revolution, he then focuses on some of the key advocates of the Marxist interpretation, including Jaurè s, Mathiez, Lefebvre, and Soboul.
Chapters 7 and 8 deal with "soft" and "hard" revisionism respectively. The former label is used to denote those who first challenged the Marxist orthodoxy, but maintained the social and economic approach. First among them was Cobban, but Davies also explores the work of Taylor, Hampson, and Thompson. The term "hard" revisionism is reserved for those who went further, in shifting the focus away from social and economic factors in favour of political and intellectual ones. The central figure here is, of course, Furet. However, Davies's account is not always accurate, particularly when setting out Furet's relationship with the Annales School. There are also inaccuracies in his account of the work of Furet's American associate, Baker. For example, on page 162 Davies says: "Baker wrote The French Revolution and the Creation of Modern Political Culture (1987) and Interpreting the French Revolution (1990) . The fact that the first book focused on 'culture' and the second had an identical title to Furet's main work on the Revolution is significant." In fact, Baker was editor, not author, of the first book, which was one of four edited collections bearing that title. Furthermore, the second book was actually called Inventing the French Revolution. (Davies does give the correct title elsewhere in his book.) Part of the problem may be the sources on which Davies relies. Rather than offering his own assessment of Baker's oeuvre, he cites a "media article" and then includes a quote from a survey article, which does not quite capture Baker's central argument.
Davies's final substantive chapter is entitled "Bicentenary Re-evaluations." It is followed by a short "Postscript" bringing the story up to the present. While the consensus is that the historiography has fractured since the collapse of the Marxist orthodoxy, Davies could have done more to cut a path through the confusion. Instead, he lists books without offering much account of their content and, in some cases, without providing proper references. There are also gaps in his coverage. When dealing with culture, he mentions Kennedy's important book and Ozouf's work on festivals, but Darnton's pioneering work is not discussed at all and Chartier only gets a brief mention. His apparent tendency to rely on book reviews (often from websites -some of which are already defunct), historiographical surveys, and, in one case, the blurb from Amazon.com, rather than summarizing works for himself, renders this part of the book of limited use.
There are positive features that give this book the potential to be a useful work: for example, its coverage of the whole sweep of French revolutionary historiography from the late eighteenth to the early twenty-first century, and its concern with debates not just about the origins but about the Revolution as a whole. Davies is also good at considering the methodology of historians and the context in which they were writing, as well as the content of their interpretations. However, the flaws in his own methodology, and the resulting errors contained in the work, mean that it does not live up to Richardson's admirable model. Perhaps some of these problems will be dealt with in future editions. Considering the book's present state, however, it would be difficult to justify recommending it to undergraduates. Thomas felt it appropriate that the mission/church's leader be married. In the spring of 1874, Emma Douse of Ontario became his wife, and the couple headed straight to BC. The mission occupied them from 1874 to 1897. Thomas became one of Canada's most famous missionaries. He was a dynamic, revivalist preacher, committed to spreading the "word" wherever he could, whatever the cost or danger. By the time he retired, Methodist missions dotted the Northwest Coast, largely due to his leadership, the help of Native assistants and fellow Methodists, and a mission steamboat. Until recently, critical literature on missions focused predominantly on the role of missionaries. Today, there is greater attention on the role of the congregants. A congregation "works" only if the congregants so wish it. Good Intentions follows this approach. Its treatment of the course of the mission takes into account current and recent literature. Mission "successes" and "failures" resulted from factors beyond the work of missionaries. As Jan Hare and Jean Barman note, the Tsimshian invited the missionaries and also asked them to leave.
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Good Intentions, however, adds a more recent interest in the field of mission literature, namely the role of missionary wives, often ignored or mentioned peripherally. Until recently, Emma Crosby's role at Port Simpson was pieced together through bits of official correspondence that she and Thomas penned for their church organizations, calculated to encourage financial and other support by painting lurid pictures of Native savagery.
Little is known about Emma Crosby's feelings and thoughts on living in northern British Columbia. This is not surprising. There is little surviving private correspondence. We know that Emma had eight pregnancies in a marriage that included lengthy periods of time without her husband, as he created Methodist "circuits" along the coast. Thomas occasionally notes that Emma was often "in bed" (understandable with so many pregnancies), and he alluded to her loneliness, a quality with which he would have been impatient, given his unquestioned zeal for his work.
